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We consider briefly the problem of increasing the accuracy of observation of the effects of displacement energy gamma rays in 
nuclear gamma-resonance. Set out the reasons for the need for repeated experiments, described the theory of relativity and gravity on 
Earth at a higher level of accuracy (above 1%). The method of detecting nuclear Ȗ-resonance spectra of rotating objects with high 
accuracy was proposed. The evaluation of the experimental results obtained under different conditions was carried out. The 
possibility of experimental verification of a brand new approach to relativistic phenomena description was considered. It is the
extended relativistic theory (ERT) that predicts the existence of the maximum acceleration. 
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ɏɚɪɤɿɜɫɶɤɢɣ ɧɚɰɿɨɧɚɥɶɧɢɣ ɭɧɿɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬ ɿɦɟɧɿ. ȼ.ɇ. Ʉɚɪɚɡɿɧɚ, ȱɧɫɬɢɬɭɬ ɜɢɫɨɤɢɯ ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɿɣ
61108, ɦ. ɏɚɪɤɿɜ, ɩɪ. Ʉɭɪɱɚɬɨɜɚ, 31 
2ȯɪɭɫɚɥɢɦɫɶɤɢɣ ɩɨɥɿɬɟɯɧɿɱɧɢɣ ɿɧɫɬɢɬɭɬ - Ɇɚɯɨɧ Ʌɟɜ, Ʉɚɮɟɞɪɚ ɩɪɢɤɥɚɞɧɨʀ ɮɿɡɢɤɢ
ɩ.c. 16031, ȯɪɭɫɚɥɢɦ 91160, ȱɡɪɚʀɥɶ
Ʉɨɪɨɬɤɨ ɪɨɡɝɥɹɧɭɬɨ ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɭ ɩɿɞɜɢɳɟɧɧɹ ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɿ ɫɩɨɫɬɟɪɟɠɟɧɧɹ ɟɮɟɤɬɿɜ ɡɦɿɳɟɧɧɹ ɟɧɟɪɝɿʀ ɝɚɦɦɚ-ɤɜɚɧɬɿɜ ɜ ɹɞɟɪɧɨɦɭ
ɝɚɦɦɚ-ɪɟɡɨɧɚɧɫɿ. ȼɢɤɥɚɞɟɧɨ ɩɪɢɱɢɧɢ ɧɟɨɛɯɿɞɧɨɫɬɿ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɧɹ ɩɨɜɬɨɪɧɢɯ ɟɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɿɜ, ɨɩɢɫɭɜɚɧɢɯ ɬɟɨɪɿɽɸ ɜɿɞɧɨɫɧɨɫɬɿ ɿ
ɝɪɚɜɿɬɚɰɿʀ ɜ ɡɟɦɧɢɯ ɭɦɨɜɚɯ ɧɚ ɛɿɥɶɲ ɜɢɫɨɤɨɦɭ ɪɿɜɧɿ ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɿ (ɜɢɳɟ 1%). Ɂɚɩɪɨɩɨɧɨɜɚɧɨ ɦɟɬɨɞ ɞɟɬɟɤɬɭɜɚɧɧɹ ɹɞɟɪɧɢɯ Ȗ-
ɪɟɡɨɧɚɧɫɧɢɯ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɿɜ ɨɛɟɪɬɨɜɢɯ ɨɛ'ɽɤɬɿɜ ɡ ɩɿɞɜɢɳɟɧɨɸ ɬɨɱɧɿɫɬɸ. ɇɚɜɟɞɟɧɨ ɨɰɿɧɤɭ ɟɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɚɥɶɧɢɯ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɿɜ,
ɨɬɪɢɦɚɧɢɯ ɜ ɪɿɡɧɢɯ ɭɦɨɜɚɯ. Ɉɩɢɫɭɸɬɶɫɹ ɦɨɠɥɢɜɨɫɬɿ ɟɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɚɥɶɧɨʀ ɩɟɪɟɜɿɪɤɢ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɨɜɨ ɧɨɜɨɝɨ ɩɿɞɯɨɞɭ ɞɨ ɨɩɢɫɭ
ɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɿɫɬɫɶɤɢɯ ɹɜɢɳ – ɪɨɡɲɢɪɟɧɨʀ ɬɟɨɪɿʀ ɜɿɞɧɨɫɧɨɫɬɿ (ɊɌɈ), ɹɤɚ ɩɟɪɟɞɛɚɱɚɽ ɿɫɧɭɜɚɧɧɹ ɦɚɤɫɢɦɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɩɪɢɫɤɨɪɟɧɧɹ.
ɄɅɘɑɈȼȱ ɋɅɈȼȺ: ɦɟɫɛɚɭɟɪɿɜɫɶɤɚ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɨɫɤɨɩɿɹ, ɝɪɚɜɿɬɚɰɿɣɧɟ ɱɟɪɜɨɧɟ ɡɦɿɳɟɧɧɹ, ɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɿɫɬɫɶɤɢɣ ɪɿɜɧɨɩɪɢɫɤɨɪɟɧɢɣ
ɪɭɯ, ɪɨɡɲɢɪɟɧɚ ɬɟɨɪɿɹ ɜɿɞɧɨɫɧɨɫɬɿ
ɈɋɈȻȿɇɇɈɋɌɂ ɇȺȻɅɘȾȿɇɂə əȾȿɊɇɈȽɈ ȽȺɆɆȺ-ɊȿɁɈɇȺɇɋȺ
ȼɊȺɓȺɘɓɂɏɋə ɈȻɔȿɄɌɈȼ ɂ ɊȺɋɒɂɊȿɇɇȺə ɌȿɈɊɂə ɈɌɇɈɋɂɌȿɅɖɇɈɋɌɂ
ɘ.ɂ. Ƚɨɮɦɚɧ2, ȼ.Ƚ. Ʉɢɪɢɱɟɧɤɨ1, Ɉ.ȼ. Ʉɨɜɚɥɟɧɤɨ1, Ɍ.Ⱥ. Ʉɨɜɚɥɟɧɤɨ1, ȼ.ɇ. Ʌɟɨɧɨɜ1
1ɏɚɪɶɤɨɜɫɤɢɣ ɧɚɰɢɨɧɚɥɶɧɵɣ ɭɧɢɜɟɪɫɢɬɟɬ ɢɦɟɧɢ ȼ.ɇ. Ʉɚɪɚɡɢɧɚ, ɂɧɫɬɢɬɭɬ ɜɵɫɨɤɢɯ ɬɟɯɧɨɥɨɝɢɣ
61108, ɝ. ɏɚɪɶɤɨɜ, ɩɪ. Ʉɭɪɱɚɬɨɜɚ, 31 
2ɂɟɪɭɫɚɥɢɦɫɤɢɣ ɩɨɥɢɬɟɯɧɢɱɟɫɤɢɣ ɢɧɫɬɢɬɭɬ - Ɇɚɯɨɧ Ʌɟɜ, Ʉɚɮɟɞɪɚ ɩɪɢɤɥɚɞɧɨɣ ɮɢɡɢɤɢ
ɩ.ɹ. 16031, ɂɟɪɭɫɚɥɢɦ 91160, ɂɡɪɚɢɥɶ
Ʉɪɚɬɤɨ ɪɚɫɫɦɨɬɪɟɧɚ ɩɪɨɛɥɟɦɚ ɩɨɜɵɲɟɧɢɹ ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɢ ɧɚɛɥɸɞɟɧɢɹ ɷɮɮɟɤɬɨɜ ɫɦɟɳɟɧɢɹ ɷɧɟɪɝɢɢ ɝɚɦɦɚ-ɤɜɚɧɬɨɜ ɜ ɹɞɟɪɧɨɦ
ɝɚɦɦɚ-ɪɟɡɨɧɚɧɫɟ. ɂɡɥɨɠɟɧɵ ɩɪɢɱɢɧɵ ɧɟɨɛɯɨɞɢɦɨɫɬɢ ɩɪɨɜɟɞɟɧɢɹ ɩɨɜɬɨɪɧɵɯ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɨɜ, ɨɩɢɫɵɜɚɟɦɵɯ ɬɟɨɪɢɟɣ
ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ ɢ ɝɪɚɜɢɬɚɰɢɢ ɜ ɡɟɦɧɵɯ ɭɫɥɨɜɢɹɯ ɧɚ ɛɨɥɟɟ ɜɵɫɨɤɨɦ ɭɪɨɜɧɟ ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɢ (ɜɵɲɟ 1%). ɉɪɟɞɥɨɠɟɧ ɦɟɬɨɞ
ɞɟɬɟɤɬɢɪɨɜɚɧɢɹ ɹɞɟɪɧɵɯ Ȗ-ɪɟɡɨɧɚɧɫɧɵɯ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɨɜ ɜɪɚɳɚɸɳɢɯɫɹ ɨɛɴɟɤɬɨɜ ɫ ɩɨɜɵɲɟɧɧɨɣ ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɶɸ. ɉɪɢɜɟɞɟɧɚ ɨɰɟɧɤɚ
ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɚɥɶɧɵɯ ɪɟɡɭɥɶɬɚɬɨɜ, ɩɨɥɭɱɟɧɧɵɯ ɜ ɪɚɡɥɢɱɧɵɯ ɭɫɥɨɜɢɹɯ. Ɉɩɢɫɵɜɚɸɬɫɹ ɜɨɡɦɨɠɧɨɫɬɢ ɷɤɫɩɟɪɢɦɟɧɬɚɥɶɧɨɣ
ɩɪɨɜɟɪɤɢ ɩɪɢɧɰɢɩɢɚɥɶɧɨ ɧɨɜɨɝɨ ɩɨɞɯɨɞɚ ɤ ɨɩɢɫɚɧɢɸ ɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɢɫɬɫɤɢɯ ɹɜɥɟɧɢɣ – ɪɚɫɲɢɪɟɧɧɨɣ ɬɟɨɪɢɢ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ
(ɊɌɈ), ɩɪɟɞɫɤɚɡɵɜɚɸɳɟɣ ɫɭɳɟɫɬɜɨɜɚɧɢɟ ɦɚɤɫɢɦɚɥɶɧɨɝɨ ɭɫɤɨɪɟɧɢɹ.
ɄɅɘɑȿȼɕȿ ɋɅɈȼȺ: ɦɟɫɫɛɚɭɷɪɨɜɫɤɚɹ ɫɩɟɤɬɪɨɫɤɨɩɢɹ, ɬɨɱɧɨɫɬɶ, ɝɪɚɜɢɬɚɰɢɨɧɧɨɟ ɤɪɚɫɧɨɟ ɫɦɟɳɟɧɢɟ, ɪɟɥɹɬɢɜɢɬɫɤɨɟ
ɪɚɜɧɨɭɫɤɨɪɟɧɧɨɟ ɞɜɢɠɟɧɢɟ, ɪɚɫɲɢɪɟɧɧɚɹ ɬɟɨɪɢɹ ɨɬɧɨɫɢɬɟɥɶɧɨɫɬɢ
The unique resolution of the Mossbauer effect [1] is expressed by the ratio ǻE / E (Ƚ = ǻE – line width and the 
energy of gamma - quanta E) and for the isotopes Fe57 and Zn67 reaches 3.1 · 10-13 and 5.2 · 10-16, respectively. 
Application of the Mossbauer Effect (nuclear gamma - resonance) for the experimental verification theory of relativity 
and theory of gravity continues to these days [2-6]. This made it possible to verify the presence of the gravitational red 
shift [2] with achieved an accuracy of 5 · 10-16 on the energy of gamma - rays. This proved the principle of equivalence 
with accuracy to within 1%. 
The analysis of the interpretation the Pound and Rebka [2, 3] experiments was carried out to test one of the 
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equations of the theory of gravitation – the central field of the Schwarzschild equation [6]. It is noted that in 
experiments using the Mossbauer Effect for information on the spatial curvature it is necessary to use more accurate 
experiments, which should include the measurement of geometrical lengths and angles. 
Thus, the improvement devices of measurement and control the speed and acceleration of moving objects in space 
is an actual problem. We have previously created gyroscopic device based on the Mossbauer Effect, which allowed 
more accurate measurement [7-9]. 
Besides this, an extended relativistic theory (ERT) based on a new approach to the analysis of relativistic effects, 
based on the symmetry of space-time [10, 11] is developed. This theory predicts the existence of a maximal acceleration 
[12]. This fundamentally new relativistic phenomenon, which relates the special and general relativity, requires a 
careful verification. A maximum acceleration effect is more shows at high accelerations values a and that it is at high 
power and small masses. And of course, this requires the use of high-precision experimental techniques. Estimates 
carried out in [13] show that the greatest acceleration is realized in nature, in particular, the accretion on to a black hole 
or neutron star, nuclear phenomena, including the decay of particles nuclear stopping. Possibility of experimental 
determination the maximum acceleration is discussed in detail in [12, 13]. 
The aim of this study is to improve the accuracy of the determination of small energy shifts at the observation of 
the Mossbauer Effect in physical systems related with moving and rotating objects. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH METHOD
As the source of the Mossbauer isotope Fe57gamma - rays was used the nuclei Co57 in Cr matrix. The refined 
wavelength with energy 14.4 keV is Ȝ = 0.860 255 75 (26) Å [14]. The Doppler shift energy of gamma - rays for the 
laboratory coordinate system, i.e. the frequencyυ  of Ȗ - rays, is given by: 
)
2
1cos1( 2
2
0 cc
ϑ
α
ϑ
νν −+= . (1)
Here 0ν  – frequency of γ  - rays for fixed relative to each other the source and absorber, α  – the angle between 
the recording γ  - rays and the velocity vector of the relative motion of the source or sink, υ  – the relative velocity of 
source on to the absorber. 
The rotating body in form of a disk is the absorber of gamma rays. It takes a fixed absorber crossing the axis of the 
beam Ȗ - rays emitted by the peripheral part rotor-source [14]. As the objects of experimental study were used the foils 
and powders of iron enriched with isotope Fe57 up to 85%, austenitic steel foils. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The source and absorber, characterized by single lines of emission and absorption, and a rotor rotating at a 
frequencyω  were used. The dependence of the resonant transmission of gamma rays on the parameter 
X = nĮ [10-3 rad/s] for the determination of small displacements was obtained, where the Į- plane tilt angle of the rotor 
disk for different frequencies of rotation of the disk n (Fig. 1, 2). The reached accuracy evaluation is 6·10-6 rad/s at 
measurement accuracy of the resonance transmission ɚ within the statistical error. 
The values of the contributions from the quadratic Doppler Effect for Fe57 nuclei (Fig. 1) are small and 
approximately equal to 0.00005 mm/s [15]. We note that at the measurement of small linear and angular displacements 
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Fig.1 Dependence of the resonant transmission from the 
rotation angle of the rotor for frequency of rotation 0.7 Hz 
Fig. 2. Dependence of the resonant transmission of the rotation 
angle of the rotor for frequency of rotation 50 Hz 
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of objects the cross Doppler effect with the Mössbauer technique obstacles arise first of all due to the vibrations, the 
pulses, disturbance of the strict orientation of objects in space, the inhomogeneous distribution of resonant nuclei on the 
surface of the object. 
In this case, in the expression (1) it is necessary to take the instantaneous values ( )tVG . It is necessary to search for 
ways to effectively eliminate its influence on the instrument readings as to get rid of these vibrations is impossible. In 
addition to measuring the linear velocity and displacement by nuclear gamma - resonance it is possible to carry out 
measurement and control of angular velocities and accelerations. 
The maximum high accuracy of electromagnetic irradiation frequency measurement using Mossbauer effect 
allows to test of one of the consequences of special relativity – "transverse Doppler effect" [5]. As shown [12] in the 
ERT Doppler shift between inertial system K' and accelerated system K  moving together is determined by the 
coefficient (1 - a/A) due to the acceleration K  relatively K'. Evaluation of maximum acceleration a = (1.006 ± 0.063) 
1019 m/s², using experimental data [5] was carried out. Such a significant acceleration it is possible to reach at modern 
experimental installations, at particular, at CERN’s the muon storage ring [16]. 
CONCLUSIONS
We reached the values of minimum measurable linear velocity of about 5 ǜ 10-5 mm/s and angular velocities of 
6·10-6 rad/s using the isotope Fe57. It confirms the real possibilities of measurement method Doppler shift using the 
Mossbauer effect to determine the maximum acceleration and the prospects for development of such researchers. 
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